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Topology Requirements

Akraino CI Lab requirements for KNI.pdf

Switch configuration

We need 3 different vlans:

- 3008 for external network: needs to be tagged, and is only present on jumphost
- 3009 for baremetal: tagged on jumphost, untagged on masters/workers
- 3010 for pxe: untagged in all servers

Configuration of the switch needs to be done modifying /etc/sonic/config_db.json. Here is the relevant portion for VLANS:

```
"VLAN": {
"Vlan3008": {
"members": [
"Ethernet20",
"Ethernet252"
]
}
```

In order to make untagged vlans work on SONIC, the entries need to be created in VLAN section, but also the ports that are members of the VLAN need to be removed from the Interface section, and from the BGP Neighbor section.